It is proved that for every orthonormal complete system in L2(0, 1) there exists a set A, of measure arbitrarily close to 1, which carries no nonzero function with Fourier transform in lp, for every p < 2.
1. Suppose {<#>"}"_, is an orthonormal complete system (ONC) in L2(0, 1). We call a Lebesgue measurable set E c (0, 1) a set of uniqueness of F if no nonzero function / G L2(0, 1), vanishing almost everywhere in the complement of E, satisfies the condition I \f(n)\P < +cc, n-\ where {/(«)}"_, denotes the Fourier transform of/with respect to the system {<£>"}, i.e. /(«) = f'/W^M dx.
Y. Katznelson [6] first proved that the trigonometric system admits sets of uniqueness of F, for every p < 2, of Lebesgue measure arbitrarily close to 1 (see also [3] ). Katznelson's theorem has been subsequently generalized to the system of characters of a nondiscrete locally compact abelian group by A. Figà-Talamanca and G. I. Gaudry [4] , and to every uniformly bounded ONC by the author [2] .
The aim of this paper is to prove a further extension of this result to every ONC. As a consequence we give a new proof of the generalization (due to W. Orlicz and A. M. Olevskiï) of a well-known theorem of Carleman stating that there exists a continuous function/such that 00 2 \f(n)\p = +00 for every/> < 2. «=i 2. For 1 < p < +00 we use ||/||p and ||/||p in their usual meanings. The following lemmas hold. In order to prove (iii) we observe that for every i and every n, (4) \Ûn)\ < »Ma < (2|£,I/S)1/2 < (2n/o),/2 < e if Tj = T/(e) is chosen small enough. Then, if n > nm, from (1) and (4) The theorem follows from Lemma 2 as in [2] . Remark 2. I. I. Hirschman and Y. Katznelson [5] proved that the trigonometric system admits closed sets which are sets of uniqueness of F, but not of F, with p <p' < 2. For an arbitrary ONC this feature fails to hold, as is shown in [2] .
3. It is interesting to notice that, using our theorem, it is possible to prove easily the extension of a well-known theorem of T. Carleman to every ONC (see [7, Chapter III, §4] for the original proof of this extension).
Theorem. For every ONC {<#>"} there exists a continuous bounded function f such that \\f\\p = +00 for every p < 2.
Proof. See [2] . Remark 3. The theorems stated for orthonormal systems in 7.2(0, 1) can be easily extended to orthonormal systems in L2(-co, +co) or to orthonormal systems of square integrable functions over more general measure spaces.
